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Adiabatic and non-adiabatic quasiclassical molecular dynamics simulations are performed to investi-
gate the role of the crystal face on hot-atom abstraction of H adsorbates by H scattering from covered
W(100) and W(110). On both cases, hyperthermal diffusion is strongly affected by the energy dis-
sipated into electron-hole pair excitations. As a result, the hot-atom abstraction is highly reduced
in favor of adsorption at low incidence energy and low coverages, i.e., when the mean free path of
the hyperthermal H is typically larger. Qualitatively, this reduction is rather similar on both surfaces,
despite at such initial conditions, the abstraction process involves more subsurface penetration on
W(100) than on W(110). Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.4997127

Surface properties are known to largely influence the
kinetics and dynamics of elementary gas-solid heteroge-
neous processes.1,2 In particular, surface structure significantly
affects adsorption, dissociative chemisorption, and recombina-
tion processes. As prototypical examples from catalysis, the
dissociation probability of N2 molecules over iron varies by
order of magnitudes, decreasing from (111) to (100) and (110)
crystal faces at low gas pressure.3 Simulations of molecular
beam experiments on Fe(111)4 and Fe(110)5,6 also exhibit this
trend for N2 adsorption. Large effects are also experimentally
and theoretically observed in the initial sticking probability
of N2 on tungsten surfaces7–10 and O2 on the three low-index
crystal faces of silver.11–17 Molecular recombination is also
affected by the crystal face as revealed, for instance, by the
experiments on hydrogen formation at metals carried out by
Küppers et al.18–25 and Winkler et al.26–29 The observed kinet-
ics for H(D)+D(H)/metal recombination has been rationalized
via models that required a significant variation of the rate con-
stants for H2, HD, and D2 formations for the three low-index
faces of Pt19–22 and also for Cu(111) and Cu(100).23,24

On the sub-picosecond time scale, recombinations pro-
ceed via Eley-Rideal (ER) or Hot-Atom (HA) abstractions.
The former mechanism involves direct collision between a
scattering atom (projectile) and an adsorbed species (target),30

while the latter is governed by hyperthermal diffusion of the
projectile onto the surface prior to abstraction.31

The influence of the crystal face has been recently scru-
tinized theoretically for the Eley-Rideal (ER) recombination

a)pascal.larregaray@u-bordeaux.fr

of hydrogen and nitrogen on the W(100) and W(110) sur-
faces,32–36 accounting for dissipation to surface phonons and
electrons.37 In these direct ultrafast processes, the surface is
thought to mostly behave as a spectator. Nevertheless, sig-
nificant differences in the abstraction mechanisms and cross
sections have been predicted, stemming from the distinct
topologies of the interactions upon approach of the projectile
towards the target. Regarding N2 ER abstraction, a repulsive
potential energy structure, involving strong corrugation in the
entrance channel, is responsible for a 0.53 eV threshold for
abstraction from W(100). Such a structure is much smaller
and less extended on W(110) and consequently affects much
less ER reactivity as a function of the incidence energy.32–34

H2 ER abstraction on tungsten also reveals distinct recom-
bination mechanisms depending on the surface structure. On
W(110), recombination occurs after rebound of the projec-
tile on the W surface atoms in the close vicinity of the target.
Conversely, a significant fraction of recombination takes place
after rebound of the projectile on second layer W atoms for
W(100).35 Energy dissipation to the metal has been predicted
to be mainly mediated by phonon excitations for nitrogen and
by low-energy electron-hole (e–h) pairs for hydrogen. Dissi-
pation has been found to quantitatively affect N2 reactivity but
only marginally that of H2.37

Though extended knowledge has been gathered on ER
abstraction, pioneering molecular dynamics simulations38–40

and comparisons between kinetics experiments and mod-
els18,38,41,42 have suggested hydrogen abstraction to essentially
proceed via the HA process for various metals. Recent theo-
retical works have thus focused on this issue, in particular
for H2 recombining from W(110).43,44 Interestingly, it was
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predicted that, if hot-atom abstraction dominates recombina-
tion at low coverage when neglecting possible energy dissipa-
tion to the metal (adiabatic approximation), this process is
importantly reduced in favor of adsorption as soon as dis-
sipation to the surface44 or to preadsorbed species43 is sig-
nificant. For hydrogen atoms and molecules interacting with
metallic surfaces at low coverage, for which collisions with
pre-adsorbed species are unlikely, the main energy dissipation
channel in the picosecond time scale is the excitation of low
lying e–h pairs.45–52 As such an effect depends on the surface
electronic structure, its sensitivity to the crystal face is a rele-
vant issue that we address in the present study. To this end, we
compare, in the following, the dynamics of H2 formation by
abstraction of pre-adsorbed H atoms upon H atom scattering
at finite coverage for the W(100) and W(110) surfaces.

The normal incidence scattering of atomic hydrogen off
H-covered W(100) and W(110) surfaces is simulated via
quasiclassical trajectories (QCT), which initially account for
the adsorbates zero point energy (ZPE), for, respectively,
Θ = 0.5 ML and 0.25 ML coverages. Note that in select-
ing these coverages, the surface area per adsorbate is similar,
≈20.1 Å2 and ≈28.4 Å2, respectively. Related multiadsorbate
potential energy surfaces (PESs), which rely on density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations, were developed43,53 as an
expansion up to two H-terms39,40 of a diatom-surface inter-
polated PES, derived from an adaptation of the corrugation
reducing procedure (CRP).54–56

QCT calculations use a 6 × 6 supercell with periodic
boundary conditions in order to model an infinite covered sur-
face. The surface unit cell is a (a× a) square for W(100) while
it is a (a × a

√
2) rectangle for W(110) as sketched in Fig. 1

(a = 3.17 Å). For both surfaces, the classical equations of
motion are integrated for one projectile atom and 18 adsorbed
targets with initial positions and velocities given by the ZPE
as detailed in previous studies.35,36 The initial altitude of the
projectile is taken in the asymptotic region of the potential, at
Zp = 7.0 Å from the surface. The (Xp, Yp) initial position of
the projectile is randomly sampled in the covered surface irre-
ducible cell (yellow areas of Fig. 1). To ensure convergence,
respectively, 30 000 and 120 000 trajectories have been com-
puted for W(100) and W(110). Since the multiadsorbate PESs
ignore possible interaction between three hydrogen atoms,43,53

FIG. 1. Position of the adsorbed H atoms (purple points) at Θ = 0.5 ML
for W(100) (left) and Θ = 0.25 ML for W(110) (right). The lattice constant
parameter is a = 3.17 Å. Sampling areas of initial (Xp, Yp) positions of the
projectiles for each coverage are represented in yellow.

trajectories are stopped whenever one H atom has two neigh-
bouring H atoms closer than 1.5 Å. Since the actual fate of
such trajectories is unknown, the corresponding contribution
is taken as an uncertainty to any possible outcome of scat-
tering.35,36,43 The vibration of the formed H2 molecules has
been semiclassically quantized via the Gaussian weighting
procedure.57–59

In order to rationalize nonadiabatic effects upon scatter-
ing, molecular dynamics simulations are performed within
the Born-Oppenheimer static surface (BOSS) approximation
and within the local density friction approximation (LDFA).60

In the former case, neither energy exchange with the sur-
face phonons nor electronic excitations are accounted for.
In the latter, electronic nonadiabaticity is introduced through
a dissipative force in the classical equations of motion for
the hydrogen atoms. This approach has already been used
to investigate non-adiabatic effects in gas-surface elementary
processes46,48–51,61–63 and allows a good compromise between
accuracy and simplicity.51,64 The friction force, acting inde-
pendently on each H atom, is approximated as the one corre-
sponding to a homogeneous free electron gas with electronic
density equal to that of the bare surface at the atom position.
This approximation has been recently used to rationalize the
adsorption and relaxation of H, N, and N2 on bare metallic
surfaces,46,48,50 as well as for recombinative H2 desorption
induced by fs-laser pulses.65,66 Dissipation to surface phonons
is neglected here as dissipation to electrons has been recently
predicted to largely dominate the relaxation of hydrogen on
metals in the sub-picosecond time scale.45–48

As a result of H-atom scattering, recombination may
occur via three different processes: ER abstraction is assumed
when the formed molecule moves definitively toward the vac-
uum after the first rebound of the projectile.37 Otherwise,
abstraction is considered as primary HA process. Whenever
abstraction involves two target atoms, it is classified as a sec-
ondary HA process.67 If not reactive, H-scattering may lead
to reflection, whenever one atom reaches the initial altitude of
the projectile, absorption, if one atom lies below the surface
(Z < 0 Å) after the 1 ps total integration time, and otherwise,
adsorption.

The recombination cross sections per adsorbate are dis-
played in Fig. 2 as a function of the incidence energy of the pro-
jectile, Ei, for both W(110) (top panels) and W(100) (bottom
panels) surfaces. The left panels correspond to results within
the BOSS approximation, whereas the right ones account for
dissipation to e–h pairs within the LDFA. When neglecting
energy dissipation, primary HA abstraction dominates at low
incidence energies. This channel is more reactive on W(110)
for which the density of adsorbates is lower [0.035 ad./Å2

for W(110) vs. 0.05 ad./Å2 for W(100)]. This result origi-
nates from the lower probability of adsorption mediated by
energy dissipation to H-preadsorbed atoms, which has been
previously shown to be a very efficient process.43,44 Secondary
HA abstraction is accordingly also more efficient on W(110).
As observed in the single adsorbate limit,35,37 ER abstraction
proceeds, on the W(100) surface, via collision of the pro-
jectiles not only with neighbouring W surface atoms on the
top most layer but also with second layer W atoms. A sim-
ilar difference between the two surfaces is observed in the
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FIG. 2. Cross sections per adsorbate for ER (blue), pri-
mary HA (red), secondary HA (green), and total (black)
abstraction as a function of Ei . Left (right) panels cor-
respond to BOSS (LDFA) results. Top (bottom) panels
correspond to W(110) [W(100)]. Uncertainties, which
correspond to the contribution of stopped trajectories
(see text), are represented by shaded domains when their
contribution is larger than the size of the symbols.

HA recombination process. Upon increasing incidence energy,
abstraction reactions are reduced because hot atom formation,
which requires the transfer of incidence energy from normal
to parallel motions with respect to the surface, becomes less
and less probable at the expense of projectile reflection.43,44

At the highest energies studied, primary HA and ER are of
comparable reactivity on both surfaces.

When including e–h pair excitations (right panels), a
strong decrease of the primary HA abstraction is predicted
below 2 eV incidence energy for both W(100) and W(110).
Besides, secondary HA recombination is also greatly affected
over the whole range of incidence energy studied. The abso-
lute abstraction cross sections are significantly lower than the
ones suggested from the comparison between kinetics exper-
iments and models18,38,41,42 for other metals. However, such
a comparison is not straightforward and a specific experiment
to measure sub-picosecond abstraction absolute cross sections
would be needed.

As previously analyzed,44 the significant reduction of the
cross sections originates from the high efficiency of electronic
excitations in cooling down hot projectiles during hyperther-
mal diffusion onto the surface to lead to adsorption. This is
highlighted in Fig. 3 in which Ep, i.e., the total energy distri-
bution of the projectile, is displayed as a function of time for
Ei = 0.5 eV for both the BOSS and LDFA calculations. The ori-
gin of energies is here taken for the adsorbate in its equilibrium
position and the projectile in the gas phase. For both surfaces,
the time evolution of the projectile total energy distribution is
rather similar. The abstraction process is exothermic by about
1.5 eV for both systems, and it becomes energetically closed
when the total energy of the projectile is below �1.5 eV. The
latter occurs much faster when accounting for energy dissipa-
tion to e–h pairs for which almost all the projectiles have lost
the available energy for reaction in about 0.25 ps within the
LDFA (black), while only half of them have done it within the

BOSS approximation (red). The similarity for the energy loss
to e–h excitations between both surfaces is striking in view of
the different abstraction dynamics that we have identified.

For W(100), 34% of the reactive collisions involve a
rebound below the surface level, where coupling to the sur-
face electrons is expected to be stronger, while less than
4% do so for the W(110). However, a detailed analysis of
the abstraction dynamics actually shows that on average the
recombining projectiles probe regions of larger electron den-
sity on the closer packet W(110) surface. these differences
are small nevertheless and hardly affect the energy loss to
the metal, since other factors such as the interaction time
and projectile velocity come into play that compensate for the
slightly stronger coupling in the W(110) surface. In the end,
the predicted final energy loss and non-adiabatic effects in the
cross section appear to be quite independent of the surface
plane.

As a consequence of the energy loss, the distance travelled
by the projectile on the surface is considerably affected as illus-
trated in Fig. 4. This figure shows the BOSS and LDFA results
for the normalized travelled distance distribution for abstrac-
tion (HA + ER) from the W(100) and W(110) surfaces at 0.5 eV
incidence energy. Hyperthermal diffusion distances are signif-
icantly reduced when accounting for energy dissipation into
e–h pair excitations. Actually, the abstracted adsorbates are
mostly the ones initially located in the irreducible surface unit
cell or the neighboring ones. The reduction of the projectile
travelled length caused by e–h pair excitations is also the rea-
son of the strong decrease observed in the LDFA secondary
HA reactivity.

As a result of abstraction, energy is mainly channeled
into translation of the formed molecule for both surfaces. The
average internal energy and its partition between rotation and
vibration do not significantly depend on surface structure (not
shown).
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FIG. 3. Total energy distributions of the projectiles travelling at the sur-
face at different times for BOSS (red) and LDFA (black) calculations for Ei
= 0.5 eV and θ = 0.25 ML for W(110) (top panel, left front) and θ = 0.5 ML
for W(100) (bottom panel, left front). The curves in the right front plane dis-
play the fraction of projectiles adsorbed on the surface as a function of time.
The dashed line (Ep = 1.5 eV) indicates the threshold energy below which
abstraction becomes endothermic.

To conclude, we have theoretically investigated for the
first time the effect of surface structure on hot-atom abstrac-
tion, with and without including the effect of e–h pair exci-
tations, for hydrogen abstraction on W(100) and W(110)
surfaces. Electron-hole pair excitations strongly reduce the

FIG. 4. Normalized travelled distance distribution for abstraction for 0.5 eV
incidence energy within the BOSS (red) and LDFA (black) calculations for
both W(100) (right) and W(110) (left) surfaces.

hot-atom abstraction cross section in favor of H adsorption,
but no significant differences are obtained for the two studied
surfaces. Thus, a result common to both surfaces, which actu-
ally contravenes previous assumptions, is that the Eley-Rideal
and hot-atom mechanisms contribute equally to the total H-H
abstraction process. Considering that the distinct H-H abstrac-
tion dynamics in both crystal faces cover scenarios of different
non-adiabatic couplings, this result is most likely generaliz-
able to all metals and crystal faces, at least for exothermic
H–H abstraction processes of a few eVs. The reason is that
this amount of energy is efficiently dissipated into e–h pairs
within the sub-picosecond time scale that usually characterizes
the fast Eley-Rideal recombination.
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